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1 Introduction version of this scheme which is more amenable to formal analysis. Finding a set of representative vectors for clouds of A straightforward generalization of this technique multi-dimensional data is an important issue in data may be also used for classification purposes [15]: if compression [9] , signal coding [9, 8] , pattern classificaone is given for each data point zi an associated class tion [5] and function approximation tasks [22, 24] . These C(z,) E {c 1 .... -cL , one may find MA optimal centers centers are said to be representative in the following for each class j : {mjkj = 1,... ,L,k = 1, ... ,M) sense: given a set of N points in D-dimensional Euusing: clidean space, X = {zi,i = 1.... N), a set of M centers {mi, . .. ,mM), mk E RD,k = 1....M, partitions X into M sets {S 1 ,.. . ,SM) , where each set Sk corre-
sponds to those points in X inside the Voronoi polytope Although this technique will work in general, it has A widely used technique for finding a locally optimal a relatively low efficiency, since most of the centers are set of M centers is the k-means algmrithm [18]: one starts irrelevant for the classification task: only those that are with of ranom centers cothe-nsflgurationm() w h oe stas close to the inter-class boundaries will play an effective with a random center configuration m(r) which is then role. In fact, we will show how to build more efficient updated using the rule:
classifiers by finding centers that are representative of the set of class boundaries instead of the set of class 
section. t L= i l so(z,)
Another modification of the basic procedure (3) allows where one to give a neighborhood structure to the set of centers. Thus, Kohonen's Self Organizing Maps [15] show how a 1 or 2-dimensional lattice structure may be imposed to k = {zm : liz-mk)I <
0z-m), • k}
the set of centers, and how this structure may, in many cases, reflect the internal organization of the data. If the It has been shown [1, 17] that this algorithm in fact neighborhoods of each center mk at time t are defined converges to a local minimum of (2) . For our purposes, as sets of centers Nk(t) that satisfy: however, it is more convenient to use a different form of this algorithm, in which each data point is used in turn M E N 1 (t) to update the corresponding center location [15] . If at 
where {at} is a non-increasing sequence of scalars. This = m-k + at(z, -m(t))h(llm(') -(t il), scheme, which we will call the Local K-means Algorithm if:, E Sý'), j 9 k, and mn E N,(t) (LKMA) has the obvious advantage of being able to operate in a dynamic environment, where data are continm(t), otherwise uously arriving. It also allows for generalizations that produce a "self-organizing" behavior of the centers (see where h(.) is a decreasing function. In Kohonen's work, below). However, if the spatial distribution of the data the neighborhoods {Nk(t)) are initially very large and is non-uniform (i.e., if the data are clustered) its perforshrink slowly to their final desired size (e.g., a nearest mance may be poor. In section 2 we present an extended I neighbor structure). This scheme suffers from some limitations: in the first A standard gradient descent procedure for nininuzing place, it is difficult to waalyze (excepL I", sue particular
.O would therefore take the form: cases [25] ), and thus to understand its performance in a precise way; besides, the neighborhood structure is im- (1+1) ) -posed rather than found from the data (although some
) modifications have been proposed to this end [21] ), which ,=1 limits its usefulness in unsupervised clustering tasks.
for some sequence {a,} converging to zero. However. it The above considerations provide the motivation for is often more convenient to adopt a stochastic gradient the present work: it is our purpose to extend the LKMA descent algorithm for minimizing F,, that is equivalent so that some of its limitations are overcome; specifically, to approximatir.g, at each step, the sum on the right side we will propose extended versions of the algorithm that: of eq. (9) with just one term, randomly drawn among the N terms. In formula: i) Allow for a rigorous analysis of its convergence
ii) Work well for clustered data.
M c)(i
where {•t } is a sequence of random variables which take iii) Will, if desired, find the centers of the inter-class values on { 1, 2,. .. , N}. This minimization technique is boundary set. especially convenient when the data points z, come one iv) Adapt the number of centers to the local spatial at a time, and it has been extensively used by the neural density of the data.
network community, as a part of the so called "backpropagation" procedure for neural networks training. In v) Find the "natural" neighborhood structure for the the limit as # -oc, (10) becomes prc..isy the LKMA cpe",rs of a data set (i.e., may be used for unsu-(3). The convergence of (10) to a local minimum of F, pervised clustering).
follows from the following lemma (the proof is given in
The plan of the presentation is as follows: in secthe appendix; see also [28] for closely related results): tion 2, we introduce a family of algorithms that include Lemma 2.1 Let F(y) : Rk ý-R be of the form: the LKMA as a limiting case, and give a general convergence theorem for this class; also in this section, we I N present some basic extensions and generalizations needed F(y) = fo(y) + -fMy) for finding the centers of the inter-class boundary set, Ni=1 and for adapting the number of centers to the data denwhere fi are differentiable functions whose gradient is sity. In section 3 we give examples of the application bounded and satisfies the following Lipschiz condition: of the extended scheme, specifically, to image segmentation and pattern classification, and finally, in section 4, we present some conclusions and open problems.
IlVfi(y) -Vfi(y')Il _I MlIy -y'll i = 0,..., N 
bounded and converges to zero with probability one. As-
sume that {y,} is bounded and that S is a locally asympw -
totically stable point of the ordinary differential equation:
It is clear that the error measure (2) may be obtained as the limit of (6) as / -. oo. Now, Co is differentiable, y = -VF (12) and its gradient with respect to mk is given by:
with domain of attraction As. Then, if Yn E G for all N n, for some compact domain G C As, {y,, converges to S with probability one. 
2.1 Soft Winner-Takes-All K-Means collapse, they will remain in that state regardless of an Algorithm (10) may be understood as a "soft" version of increased 0 (if they are updated in parallel). This may the WTA scheme that implements (2): if 0 is relatively be accomplished by adding a #-dependent random cornsmall, when a new data point arrives, it will update the ponent to the update equation: position of not only the closest center, but of others that are close by as well.
A similar result may be obtained by using, instead of
MmkMk+)
(6), an information-related distorsion measure [2] :
Lkl

I
where r(t) is a uniformly distributed unit D-vector and This error measure also corresponds to the log likelihood ( is a small number (the convergence of this modified function of a Gaussian mixture model for the data disscheme also follows from lemma 1). The relative pertribution [10] [23] , where: the means of the Gaussians formance of this scheme, compared with the standard correspond to the center locations; the proportions are LKMA is illustrated in figure 2 . all equal to I/N, and all the covariance matrices are equal to •-L. Figure 2 around here In this case, the corresponding stochastic gradient descent equation takes the form:
Another way of improving the performance of the stanwhere w6 is given by (7). In the limit as 6 -oo both dard LKMA, is to include in the state of each proces- (10) and (14) give the same WTA update equation; their sor (center) statistics about its past dynamic behavior.
experimental behavior is also very similar. Specifically, one may keep track of the number of times These schemes are also related to the self-organizing it has "won" over the other processors: maps (5), except that in this case the neighborhood of each center is not predetermined, but rather, it varies hk(t) = E l,( , ) class-specific processor has "won" with a data point bei=1 longing to its class. Thus, if mik is the kth center for and the "natural" neighborhood structure for a given class j, one has: data set by the average 1jk of ik) over all i: two centers t (j,k) may be considered neighbors if 1ik > 0, for some 4( appropriate threshold 0 (a similar, although computak(t) E ls(,) (17) tionally more expensive scheme may be found in [21] ).
=1I
Figure 1 shows this natural neighborhood structure for where C(zi) is the class to which zi belongs and 6(.) is several two-dimensional data sets. As one can see, it the standard Kroneker delta function. represents adequately the inner structure of the data,
We will now indicate how to modify the update rule, and so, it may be used for unsupervised clustering tasks.
so that this information is taken into account. 
Adaptive Number of Centers
This augmented state information may be used for This soft-WTA algorithm may also be useful for imadapting the number of centers to the local density of proving the performance of the LKMA with clustered the data points. This may be accomplished by updating data. To this end, one may use a time-varying O, rather the center configuration after each full sweep over the than a constant one: starting with a relatively small data set (or after a sufficiently large number of data has value ensures that every center will be attracted to some come in), supressing those centers that have won very data cluster, regardless of its (random) initial position; few times, and splitting those that have won too many the value of ft may then be increased to obtain a fitimes. Specifically: nal configuration that minimizes the non-weighted cost (19) vector, and ( a positive number small enough, so that the new center is attracted by at least one data point if
k.
E S~tf and
If the total number of centers change after a sweep, o one should reset h, to zero for all k, and at to atN, and where zi is the data point chosen at time t. effect a new sweep until the number of centers stabilize.
It is clear that with this rule we will have, at any time It is not difficult to show the convergence of (18) when t, I hI4) -20) 1_• 1, so that there will be approximately the lower threshold Oi is set to 0: in this case, one starts the same number of data points belonging to each class with one processor (center) and successively generate inside the Voronoi polytope of each center, provided that new ones until the Voronoi polytopes corresponding to the data density is uniform. In this case, upon converall centers contain less than ON data points. Since in gence, every center k will be located at about the midthis case the number of centers increases monotonically point of the centroids of the sets {CO n Sk } and {C 1 n Sk) and it is bounded above, (e.g., by the total number of where C,, is the set of data points of class n. data points), it will necessarily converge to a fixed numTo see why this is true, note that whey the update ber M*.
rule (20) reaches its steady state, we must havc LL. 0, is a free parameter that controls the expected average number of points per center, while Oi controls the 2 variance of this number (a small variance is obtained if
The fact that one has control over C=1 :,ESk the variance means that one can generate more uniform where Pk(i, c) is the probability of selecting an example center distributions with this method than with the stani that is in Sk and belongs to class c and E[.] denotes dard k-means scheme. This, in turn, will usually improve the expected value. Now, significantly the performance of other procedures that may use these centers, for example, for vector quantization or for function approximation (see section 3).
Pt(i, c) = Pr(select i i E C, n Sk) Pr(select C,) R In practice, it is convenient to set the lower thresh-1 1 old to a positive value to prevent centers to be attracted C.
to single outlier data points, as well as the existence of centers with empty Voronoi polytopes (which may hapwhere I C, n Sk I denotes the number of points of class pen due to random initialization, if one starts with more c inside Sk, so that than one center). Note, however that convergence cannot be guaranteed in this case; consider the following between itself and all the other classes. This however, is not very efficient, since many parts of the boundary will 2.2.2 Boundary Finders be sampled several times. A more economical sampling
In the case of multi-class data, the augmented state may be obtained by defining the sets: may be used to find the inter-class boundaries directly T=k from sparse data.
Let us assume that we have class-specific centers for T1 = Ck+l U Ck+2 U ... C. classes 1 through M -1. Consider the 2-class case first:
for k = I, ... Q -1, and finding, for each k, the centers the augmented state will contain, for each center k, the {mk,1, . ,m&, kM. ) that sample the boundary between the vector (ink, hk, hýIk) (we only have one type of centers sets To' and Tk using algorithm (20). in this case). The idea is to constrain the update rule It is of course possible (and desirable) to combine this so that a center position is updated approximately the procedure with the one for finding the number of centers same number of times by data points belonging to each in an adaptive way. Figure 3 shows the performance of this combined scheme for binary-class data in 2 dimenthat minimizes the error criterion (6). i.e., as the Maxsions. Other examples of applications of this algorithm imum a Posteriori (MAP) estimator of a Gibbsian field are presented in section 3. with posterior energy given by: Note that in the particular case of cliques of size 2, and the properties of its fixed points have not been esand quadratic potentials of the form: tablished in the general case); secondly, its experimental Vjk(M) = JJmj -Mkll' rate of convergence is usually very slow, and finally, it is not clear how to extend it to include other desired propthe posterior energy corresponds to the composite cost erties of the center configurations (i.e., the requirement function discussed in [2] , and the corresponding update that the centers lie in a smooth curve, etc.).
equation, for first order (nearest-neighbor) systems, reIn this section we will present an alternative algoduces to the algorithm proposed by Durbin and Mitchirithm for producing organized center structures which son [6] for the development of cortical maps. can be derived from a Bayesian formulation of the probSelf-organization of the centers in rectangular lattices lem, with a Gibbsian prior for the center configurations.
may be obtained using second order neighborhoods and This approach not only permits a cleaner analysis of the cliques of size 3 that correspond to triads of neighboring algorithm, but also exhibits faster convergence behavior, sites that lie in the same row (or column) of the lattice, and can be easily generalized to include other properties so that 3 centers belonging to the same clique will not (e.g., smoothness) of the configurations.
contribute to the energy if they lie in a straight line. The basic idea in this approach is to express the prior If the lattice size is relatively large, however (greater constraint on the organization of the centers in probthan about 8 x 8), the system (22) with this type of abilistic terms, specifically, in the form of a discrete potentials will very often converge to local minima for Markov Random Field (MRF) model [20, 13, 3, 26, 7] , in which the lattice appears "folded" in some way, so that which the center locations correspond to the state varithe global order is not properly established (see figure 4 ). ables associated with the nodes of a graph whose topolThis can be remedied in two ways: first, it is necessary ogy is related -but not necessarily identical-to the deto include potentials that assign high energies to folded sired neighborhood structure of the centers; in fact this configurations; a simple choice is to assign to cliques of structure, as well as the smoothness of the locations of 4 sites {i,j, k,1), that lie in the corners of unit squares the center configurations will depend both on the graph in the lattice, potentials of the form: topology and on the particular choice of the potential functions that define the model.
The prior probability distribution of the center con-4 figuration will thus be of the form:
where (i,j), (j, k), (k, 1) and (I, i) are nearest neighbors. The optimal center configuration may now be defined as the most likely one (given the prior MRF structure) 5 define a "pyramid" of processes that operate from coarse C k*•C to fine scales, and that increase the number of centers at each refining step: one may start with a 3 x 3 lattice , if z, E S(') and hI _< h which after a few iterations of (22) finding the (discrete) boundary curve from sparse data interactions), but since the neighborhood size remains without interpolating the corresponding surface. In this fixed, the computational complexity is lower, and since sense, it may be said that this algorithm finds the initial the new centers are already close to their correct (globposition, the number of knots and the final configuraally ordered) positions, the convergence rate is signifition of a "snake" [12] that approximates the inter-class cantly faster.
boundary.
It is convenient, as in the case of Kohonen's scheme, to mantain a fixed, relatively large at in (22) until the Figure 6 around here final number of centers is reached. At this point, the use of an appropriately decreasing sequence guarantees the final convergence to a local minimum of (21) (see lemma Figure 7 around here 1). Other examples of the use of this approach will be given in the next section.
With straightforward modifications, this scheme may be used for finding: multiple closed boundaries ( fig. 7- for k-1...,Q
(i.e., all the data points in class 1 are inside A). The problem now is to find a polygonal line (i.e., a sequence where pL is the estimated location of the centroid of of points {m 1 ,.... mm}) that lies close to the smooth class k; Ek = [oij is the estimated (n x n) covariance curve that defines the boundary of A. matrix and i, I is its determinant. The specimen is This may be achieved by combining the adaptive then assigned to the class with the lowest value of Dk. boundary-finding scheme of section 2.2.2 with a prior
The "learning" phase consists in the computation of p MRF constraint on the configuration of centers that corand E from a set of examples {z, 1 , zN} with known responds to a circular lattice (i.e., a closed polygonal classes {ci,.. . CN: line). In particular, to every clique of 3 neighboring sites (ij, k) we associate the potential:
Pk= A =.t . ,6(C(zx)k) 
k(C(-,) -k)
The combined update rule takes the form: 6 so that it takes only one pass through the data.
The performance of this kind of classifiers will be opti- This suggests the following strategy for the learning These points may be found using: the k-means algophase of the compound classifier:
rithm with a fixed number of centers ("RBF (fixed)"
1: Find a distribution of centers that samples the rows) or the adaptive strategy of section 2.2.1 ("RBF inter-class boundary manifold using the boundary-(adap)" rows). As one can see, the performance is sigfinding scheme described in section 2.2.2; nificantly improved in the latter case, due to the fact that the center distribution is more uniform. A similar 2 : Use the data points inside the Voronoi polytope improvement has been reported if the standard k-means of each center to learn the parameters of a local algorithm is replaced by the "soft-WTA" version (14) Gaussian classifier using (26) and (27) (computing [23] . The performance of this scheme is included in the the centroid parameters only for those classes that rows labeled "RBF (soft)", for comparison. have representative points inside the polytope).
As one can see, the local Gaussian classifier has the Note that the update rule (20) and the procedure best performance on the test set. The feedforward neufor the adaptive determination of the number of centers ral network with 50 hidden units and the RBF network guarantee that upon convergence, there will be observawith 50 centers have approximately the same number of tions for at least two different class clusters inside every parameters as the local Gaussian classifier with 16 proVoronoi polytope.
cessors. The performance of this procedure is exemplified in In order to test the LGC on a set of real data we configure 8, which illustrates a binary classification task for sidered the same task of gender classification that has 2-dimensional data.
been considered by Brunelli and Poggio in [4]. Brunelli We also tested this technique with a classification and Poggio had a data set consisting of 168 digitized picproblem in 5 dimensions. Table I compares its perfortures of frontal views of people without facial hair, and mance with other known classifiers (this table is included the task was the classification of the gender. There were only as an illustration; the experiment was not intended zi male and 21 female subjects in the data set, and 4 to perform a formal comparison test). Note that since pictures per subject. Each picture was represented by this procedure generates the same number of centers per a 16-dimensional vector of automatically extracted geclass (in binary classification problems), its performance ometrical features, and we were provided with a set of will deteriorate if the data are not evenly distributed 168 such vectors. In their analysis Brunelli and Poggio among classes. In this case, its performance may befound that only few of the variables were relevant for the come worse than that of other classifiers, classification task, and therefore we used only the first The training data set consisted of 1000 data points 8 entries of each 16-dimensional vector, that included in the unit 5 dimensional cube [0, 1]'. Of these points, the most relevant variables found by Brunelli and Pogwere of class 1, and 1 of class 2. Half of the points gio. We did not attempt-to find the best set of variables of class 1 were inside a 5 dimensional hypersphere of that describes this task. Since the number of training radius 0.07 and the other half are outside a 5 dimensional examples is small, relative to the dimensionality of the hypersphere of radius 0.2. The points of class 2 were problem, we used the LGC without the boundary findbetween these 2 hyperspheres. The test set consisted of ing scheme for locating the centers. In order to test the 10000 data points with the same distribution, performances of the LGC we adopted two procedures: The rows labeled "RBF (adap)", "RBF (soft)" and 1. the data set was randomly split in 4 equal subsets, "RBF (fixed) " correspond to the classifiers that are ob-3 of which were used for training and 1 for testtained by approximating the indicator function of one ing. This was repeated 10 times and the average of the classes (say, class 2) with a linear combination training and testing errors computed; of Gaussians with fixed covariance o'1 (in all cases we used o = 5.0), and centered at a fixed set of points [22] . 7 2. the leave-one-out procedure described by Brunelli and Poggio in [4].
example, we are interested in segmenting thi left veiiIn both cases the training and test error were less than tricule of the hearth taken front a left anterior obliqur 57 with 3 centers (3 Gaussians per class), and less than projection. From this viewpoint, the ventricule appear, 8% with one Gaussian per class, as a high intensity "donut" over a dark background isee figure 9-a). Therefore, it is desirable that the centers are located uniformly along a closed, smooth curve that Figure 8 around here is attracted towards the higher intensity region of the image (note that the quadratic decision surface of each 3.3 Imnage Segmentation local classifier may be an hyperbola, and therefore, it can adequately segment a region that looks like a band As a final example, we consider an image segmentation within its domain). problem that arises in the processing of certain biomedSince a scintigraphic image is actually representing ical images: scintigraphic images [11, 19] , which are obparticle counts, we may use update rule (24) directly. tained by counting the number of radioactive particles considering that at each location xr, there are :(xr) data that incide on each cell of a receptor array. The goal of points. To get an appropriate behavior for this update the processing step is to obtain from these measurements rule, however, it is necessary that all the data points are an estimate of the radioisotope distribution in specific visited in a random order (see lemma I). To obtain this organs within the human body.
condition, it is not enough to visit the sites of the lattice Particle count and radioisotope concentration are rerandomly; it is also necessary, when, each site i is vislated by the Poisson distribution formula; therefore, the ited, to "flip a coin", and only update the corresponding processing step consists in the restoration of a piecewise center location with probability Pupd.,, = Z(x1)/-man, smooth function corrupted by Poisson noise. If it were where Zmaz = maxi z(ri). possible to find the boundaries of the organ in question (e.g., the heart), the problem would reduce tc filtering a Figure 9 around here smooth function within a given domain, for which effective methods are available (for example, Bayesian estiThe results of this procedure applied to the real scintimation methods with MRF priors and quadratic potengraphic image of figure 9-a are shown in figure 9-b. tials to model the smoothness constraint [20] ). In the The white squares indicate the center locations, and the example that we give here, we show that it is possible white line the final compound decision boundary. The to adapt the methods that we have presented to classify threshold 6 was obtained as the minimum between the the pixels of a scintigraphic image of the heart in such two largest peaks of the global histogram of the image; in a way that one class corresponds approximately to the the experiments we performed, however, we found that interior of the organ.
the final results are not very sensitive to the precise value To do this, we will use the following concepts:
of neither this nor the other parameter (0). We assume that the two classes are characterized solely by the intensity level of the image, i.e., the in-4 Conclusions terior (class 1) has high intensity with respect to the background (class 2). It is assumed that the classes are
In this paper we have analyzed the local K-Means algofuzzy sets [29] with membership functions of the form:
rithm, and have presented some extensions that increase its range of applicability. Our main contributions are the 1 following: doing so, we showed that it can be obtained as the The formulae for the parameters of the discriminant limit (as the parameter 0 becomes large) of a famfunctions of the local Gaussian classifier c are modified ily of algorithms which are closely related to those in the obvious way:
obtained by minimizing an information distorsion measure. For moderate values of 0, we showed l . Ell z) that these algorithms can be used for unsupervised -At. 'kk(z(z,)) -
ii) We showed that by varying the parameter 0 and where the sums are taken over the learning domain of adding a noise term to the update equation, it is the classifier; X. denotes the coordinates of pixel r of possible to improve significantly the performance the image, and z(x,) denotes the value of the observed of the algorithm for clustered data. intensity.
iii) We introduced a modification to this algorithm The learning domain of each local classifier is taken that consists in augmenting the state of each proas before, as the Voronoi polygon of a center that samcessor (center) so that it keeps track of its own pies the image in an appropriate way. In this particular dynamic behavior. With this modification, it is possible to cortrol the algorithm, so that, for ex-AL: the sequence {yn) is bounded with probability 1. ample, the centers sample the inter-class bound-A2: h(., .) is a bounded measurable R'-talued funcary manifold (for multi-class data) directly. Since tion: this manifold has one dimension less than the data AS: there are non-negative measurable real-talued themselves, and it contains the most relevant locafunctions 9(,), g(., -) such that 0(-) is nondecreasing as tions for classification r -poses, this may represeut its argument increases, 0(u) -0 as u -0, 0(-) and a considerable savi', in computational resources. g(.,-) are bounded on bounded sets and We also showed thai this augmented state may be used for other purposes, such as to control the number of centers in an automatic way.
IHh(y, -h(y', )I _< 0(ljy -y'll)g(y, y') iv) We qhowed that the self-organizing property of cer-A4: there is a continuous function hi(.) such tha I for tain variations of the LKMA (specifically, Kohoeach i > 0 and each y: nen's self-organizing nets) can be put in a rigorous framework by considering the procedure as a m Bayesian estimator with a Gibbsian (MRF) prior. understood; secondly, it suggests the use of multiscale (pyramid) strategies that accelerate the conLet S be a locally asymptotically stable point of the ordivergence and conduct the algorithm to better finar differential equation: nal configurations, and finally, it permits the easy extension of the algorithm to generate a wide vah -(y) riety of organized configurations. Thus, we prewith domain of attraction As. Then, if y, E G for all sented an application that consisted in finding the n, for some compact domain G C As, {Yn) converges to smooth curves that define the inter-class bound-S with probability one. aries in 2-dimensional segmentation problems from Lemma 2.1 can be derived from theorem (A.1) setsparse data.
ting {fG} to be a sequence of random variables, with v) We presented a classification scheme that comuniform probability distribution, that take values in bines the power of the Gaussian classifiers with 41,2,3.... ,N} and setting the boundary-sampling properties of the extended LKMA, allowing the construction of very complex h(y,t) = -Vfo(y) -Vff(y) , h(y) = -VF(y) . decision boundaries with very few computational elements. We exemplified the performance of these Under these conditions we just need to check the validity Local Gaussian Classifiers, both in "classical" clasof assumptions A3 and A4 in theorem (A.1). sification problems and in fuzzy classification tasks A3: If we assume that the fi are differentiable funcrelated to image segmentation.
tions whose derivatives satisfy a Lipschiz condition, then
Other extensions of great interest are related to the use of these procedures for the optimal location of centers
in function approximation problems. This is one of the for some positive number M. Therefore assumption A3 subjects of our current research. c. = sup II siI converges in probability. It is sufficient to show that the where {•n} is a sequence of random variables that do not series F"•=n si converges with probability one (Kushner depend on the {yn) and f%/) is a sequence of random and Clark, page 32). We use the following theorem by variables converging to zero. Assume the following:
9 Kolmogorov and Khinchin (see [27] , page 359): 
